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Ambassadors and Key Issues

David Lee and David Lowe

As Murray McLean recalls in relation to the Australian embassy’s 
emergency  response to the Tohoku earthquake and tsunami of 2011, 
relationships between Australia and Japan were notable for their breadth, 
depth and trust. The quality of these relationships, he argues, explains 
the readiness of Japanese authorities to accept Australian offers of help. 
In  2011, when the earthquake struck, the embassy was supporting 
‘trade and investment, security, multilateral commitments, and global 
and bilateral foreign policies’ and enjoyed ‘people-to-people strengths of 
goodwill’. The embassy was also a source of support for around 12,000 
Australians resident in Japan. How did the Australia–Japan relationship 
recover from the depths of World War  II enmity to blossom in such 
spectacular and multidimensional ways? This chapter investigates how we 
arrived at the situation that McLean recalls at the end of the first decade 
of the twenty-first century. It explores the main features of a changing 
Australia–Japan relationship, with special focus on the Australian 
ambassadors in Tokyo who navigated and helped facilitate these changes.

The challenges faced by Australia’s ambassadors included not only 
establishing cordial relations after a bitter war with Japan but also, after 
1952, encouraging Japan’s active involvement in regional security matters 
and cultivating the trading relationship that saw Japan become Australia’s 
most important economic relationship from the late 1960s to the 2000s. 
In the period from 1940 to the early 1970s, the Department of Commerce 
and Agriculture (and from 1956 the Department of Trade) vied with the 
Department of External Affairs to control the activities of the embassy in 
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Tokyo, which were dominated by matters of trade. This was despite the 
fact that heads of mission after Sir John Latham (August 1940–December 
1941) were usually officers or former officers of either the Department of 
External Affairs or the Prime Minister’s Department. Neil Currie (1982–
86) was exceptional among former officials and was a former permanent 
secretary of the Department of Industry and Commerce. From the 1970s 
to the mid-1980s, the Department of Foreign Affairs won the contest 
with the Department of Trade. In 1987 the two departments were united 
in the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), and thereafter 
the mission was staffed with diplomats, former politicians and former 
senior trade officials and controlled by a department with responsibility 
for both diplomacy and trade.

Unlike other high-ranking overseas posts such as London and Washington, 
the Australian embassy in Tokyo has been led predominately by career 
diplomats or senior civil servants, the two exceptions being Western 
Australian politicians Gordon Freeth (1970–73) and Richard Court 
(2017–20). Archival records occasionally reveal more of the diplomatic 
activities conducted below head-of-post level—at least up to around 
2000, when records are publicly available for historians.

This chapter therefore covers a broad range of mutual interests and 
concerns for Australia and Japan. It includes the conclusion of the 
Peace Treaty with Japan in 1951 and the re-establishment of diplomatic 
relations. The Menzies government then needed to overcome popular 
hostility stemming from war-related memories in order to adopt a more 
liberal policy towards Japan from mid-1954. Prior to signing a significant 
trade agreement, the Commerce Agreement of 1957, it was not only those 
groups directly connected to the war, such as the Returned Servicemen’s 
Leagues, that voiced displeasure; resistance from Treasury and Australian 
manufacturers also had to be overcome. David Walton’s chapter, following 
this one, makes a compelling case for seeing this period from the early 
1950s to the mid-1960s as special on account of the development of 
strategic and regional cooperation.

There developed a rough line of division within Australian government 
departments, with External Affairs, alongside Trade and Customs, on 
the one hand, pushing for more liberal treatment of Japan, including 
greater trade, and Treasury, on the other hand, opposing this. During the 
1960s, the complementarity of Australia’s and Japan’s economies helped 
strengthen the relationship. Some of Australia’s most important mining 
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developments took place underpinned by Japanese contracts and new 
forms of state–federal cooperation. Western Australian iron ore mining 
was one celebrated example, but the minerals boom also saw new and 
highly profitable mining ventures in New South Wales and Queensland.

Japanese and Australian governments took different, but not opposing, 
approaches to the Vietnam War and related Cold War challenges in 
Southeast Asia, with Japan’s economic engagement with the region 
roughly paralleling Australia’s military involvement. By the mid-1970s, 
leaders of both countries welcomed the chance to articulate their desire 
for a broadening of the relationship based on shared principles, in the 
form of a Basic Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation—known as the 
NARA Treaty, from ‘Nippon Australia Relations Agreement’—of 1976.

This chapter outlines how Australian ambassadors to Japan helped foster 
an increasing number of dialogues on ideas about regional cooperation 
from the mid-1970s. They also helped facilitate a huge expansion 
in the trade of Australian resources to Japan during the 1980s and 
1990s, including new reserves of iron ore, coal and bauxite. In short, 
the embassy played a  crucial role in the transition of the Australian–
Japanese relationship from enmity to interdependence. At the core of 
this interdependent relationship was economic ‘complementarity’, but 
from this economic partnership developed a multifaceted relationship 
embracing regional and security cooperation and cultural and people-to-
people linkages. Managing increasingly high expectations of the Australia–
Japan relationship became a feature of work in the embassy by the 1990s; 
and economic shocks such as the downturn in the Japanese economy or 
imaginative misadventures such as the failed joint multifunction polis 
idea did not derail the continued growth and multidimensionality of 
the relationship.

By the turn of the century, the people-to-people dimension of Australia–
Japan relations was striking. Movements between the two countries of 
students, teachers, working holiday visa holders, business leaders, tourists 
and a broader range of experts, especially economists and strategic analysts, 
demonstrated the expanded opportunities for regular exchange.

At the same time, the growth of China both challenged Australia–Japan 
relations—China overtaking Japan to become Australia’s biggest trading 
partner in 2007—and strengthened an emerging cooperation between 
Australia and Japan in security policies. With China increasingly flexing 
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its military muscles and with periodic North Korean expressions of 
belligerence as context, Australia has played a significant role in anchoring 
Japan’s cautious re-emergence in security matters: regionally—especially 
as part of the Quad (Australia, India, Japan and the United States)—
bilaterally and internationally, including in the context of United 
Nations actions.

The chapter concludes by noting how the Australia–Japan relationship 
has also been underpinned most recently by high levels of cooperation in 
responding to natural disasters. The Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004 set in 
train collaborative measures which, indirectly, led to the first version of 
the Quad. As we have seen in McLean’s chapter, the disastrous Tohoku 
earthquake suffered by Japan seven years later, in March 2011, triggering 
a tsunami and meltdowns of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear reactors, 
prompted a significant range of Australian actions to meet urgent needs. 
The Australian embassy was at the fore in how these various forms of 
assistance unfolded—just as the embassy has been central in much of the 
diverse and multifaceted forms of Australia–Japan connectedness since 
the 1940s.

Prelude
Australia’s formal diplomatic relationship with Japan began as a result 
of the decision, taken by Prime Minister Joseph Lyons in 1939 and 
implemented by his successor, Robert Menzies, a year later, to establish 
direct diplomatic relations with foreign countries in Asia and the Pacific. 
Australia established legations in Washington and Tokyo that were headed 
by diplomats with the rank of minister. Menzies emphasised the status of 
the new diplomatic positions when in 1940 he appointed R.G. Casey, 
the minister for supply and development and a former federal treasurer, 
to Washington and Sir John Latham, the chief justice of the High Court 
of Australia, to Tokyo.

Latham was born on 26 August 1877 at Ascot Vale, Melbourne. He won 
a scholarship to the prestigious Scotch College, proceeded to the University 
of Melbourne and, after winning the Supreme Court Prize, was admitted 
to the Victorian Bar in 1904. During World War I, Latham was appointed 
head of naval intelligence with the rank of lieutenant-commander. Having 
come to the attention of the prime minister, W.M. Hughes, he was invited 
to join the Australian delegation to the Paris Peace Conference in 1919. 
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The delegation played a large part in gaining for Australia a League of 
Nations mandate over New Guinea but also in thwarting Japan’s effort to 
enshrine racial non-discrimination in the League of Nations Covenant.1 
On his return to Australia, Latham championed the newly established 
League of Nations and entered parliament as an independent Liberal in 
1922. He served as attorney-general and minister for external affairs 
in the Bruce–Page coalition government from 1925 to 1929 and led the 
Opposition to the Scullin Labor government from 1929 to 1931 before 
giving way to Joseph Lyons after the latter was appointed leader of the 
United Australia Party. At the end of 1931, having defeated James Scullin 
at the federal election, Lyons appointed Latham as attorney-general and, 
once again, minister for external affairs. In his external affairs capacity, 
Latham led a Goodwill Mission to Japan in 1934 before taking up 
an appointment as chief justice of the High Court of Australia in the 
following year.2

Because of Latham’s longstanding interest in and understanding of Japan, 
his former political colleagues arranged for special legislation to be passed 
in 1940 to allow him to become Australia’s first minister to Japan while 
remaining chief justice. Latham would not arrive in Tokyo, however, until 
December 1940, after Japan had reached a pact of mutual assistance with the 
Axis powers Italy and Germany. Latham was aware of criticism of Australia’s 
policy towards Japan from influential voices in Australia. The young 
economist John Crawford argued that Australia should pursue ‘economic 
appeasement’ of Japan. Crawford’s role in the  changing Australia–Japan 
relationship was of such importance over the next three decades that he is 
the subject of Chapter 5 in this volume. In agreement was the Queensland 
historian A.C.V. Melbourne, who lobbied Lyons energetically to establish 
a separate Australian diplomatic mission in Tokyo in the late 1930s.3 Both 
Crawford and Melbourne decried two Australian initiatives that had been 
taken without the benefit of an Australian diplomatic mission in Tokyo 
and had rankled Japan. The  first was the diversion of trade away from 

1  David Lee, ‘Sir John Latham and the League of Nations’, in League of Nations: Histories, Legacy 
and Impact, ed. Joy Damousi and Patricia O’Brien (Carlton: Melbourne University Publishing, 2018), 
83–99; Naoko Shimazu, Japan, Race and Equality: The Racial Equality Proposal of 1919 (London: 
Routledge, 2009).
2  Ruth Megaw, ‘The Australian Goodwill Mission to the Far East in 1934: Its Significance in the 
Evolution of Australian Foreign Policy’, Journal of the Royal Australian Historical Society 59, no. 4 
(1973): 247–63.
3  James Cotton, The Australian School of International Relations (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2013), 73–93; A.C.V. Melbourne, Report on Australian Intercourse with Japan and China (Brisbane: 
University of Queensland Press, 1932).
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Japan towards Great Britain in the mid-1930s.4 The second was the Lyons 
government’s 1938 decision to stop the planned Japanese development of 
iron ore deposits at Yampi Sound, Western Australia, by prohibiting the 
export overseas of Australian iron ore.5

Latham shared their objective to conciliate Japan. He sought to help 
the Australian government to prevent war in the Pacific and discourage 
Japanese encroachment in Southeast Asia. He left Japan for consultations 
in Singapore in September 1941, but having fallen ill, returned to 
Melbourne before the outbreak of hostilities in the Pacific in December. 
The work of the newly created legation was suspended for the duration 
of the Pacific War and Latham’s staff in Tokyo, including the diplomats 
Keith Officer and Patrick Shaw, were interned until an exchange could be 
arranged by the Allies with Japanese diplomats in August 1942.

The war in the Pacific was a profound break in these cautious first steps 
in official relations. As is now well known, the speed of Japan’s success in 
capturing or controlling much of Southeast Asia from December 1941 
through February 1942 shocked an Australian population beyond what they 
had thought possible, and the ease with which Japanese forces captured the 
British fortress island of Singapore was a huge blow to imperial pride and 
Australians’ sense of security. Understandably, many Australians feared an 
attempted Japanese invasion of Australia was to follow. While Japanese high 
command had decided to isolate rather than invade Australia, this decision 
was not known in Australia, and aerial attacks on Darwin and midget 
submarine attacks in Sydney Harbour only fuelled Australians’ worst fears. 
Through 1942 to the end of the war the ferocity of fighting in the Pacific 
and the brutal treatment of many Australian prisoners of war captured by 
Japanese, resulting in over 8,000 deaths in captivity, left a popular legacy 
of hatred and bitterness towards the Japanese.

There were hints, however, even in the approach to the Pacific War, of 
the possibility of a wholly different kind of relationship than that which 
developed during the Pacific War. This was presaged in the extraordinary 
personal relationship that developed between Tatsuo Kawai, Japan’s 
minister to Australia, and John Curtin, leader of the Labor Opposition 

4  D.C.S. Sissons, ‘Manchester v. Japan: The Imperial Background of the Australia Trade Diversion 
Dispute with Japan, 1936’, Australian Outlook 30, no.  3 (1972): 480–502, doi.org/10.1080/ 
10357717608444583.
5  David Lee, ‘Australia’s Embargo of the Export of Iron Ore: A Reconsideration’, Journal of 
Australasian Mining History 18, no. 1 (2020): 96–112.
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and then prime minister from 1941 to 1945. In the approach to war, 
Curtin sought to cultivate the personal relationship in the interests of 
preventing the outbreak of war in the Pacific. Curtin’s idea was to reach 
an agreement whereby Australia boosted trade with Japan, including 
by allowing Japan access to Western Australia’s iron ore resources, in 
exchange for Japan’s guaranteeing Australia’s safety. Curtin hosted Kawai 
as a guest of honour in Perth and at the Lodge in Canberra after he 
became prime minister. After the war, Kawai was ostracised in Japan and 
dismissed from the Foreign Office after calling on Japanese not to hate 
Australians. Towards the end of the war, he worked with future Japanese 
prime minister Yoshida Shigeru in the interests of peace and, after the war, 
became vice foreign minister under Yoshida.6

After the Japanese surrender in August 1945, the Australian government 
was determined to be fully engaged in the postwar occupation and 
planning for Japan. In 1946 Australian prime minister J.B.  Chifley 
appointed the academic William Macmahon (‘Mac’) Ball as British 
Commonwealth member of the Allied Council for Japan and Australian 
minister to that country. The appointment of an Australian to the council 
was an acknowledgement of Australia’s role in the Allied defeat of Japan 
and its leadership of the British Commonwealth Occupation Force 
(BCOF) in Japan from 1946 to 1952. At its peak, BCOF was about one-
quarter the number of the US personnel in Japan and for most of the 
period of occupation Australians constituted most of BCOF’s personnel.7 
Ball took up his position in Tokyo on 3 April 1946 but failed to make 
much headway in pushing Australian policy positions in the council.8 
US general Douglas MacArthur, the dictatorial supreme commander for 
the Allied powers, kept the most important policy decisions away from 

6  See Bob Wurth, Saving Australia: Curtin’s Secret Peace with Japan (South Melbourne: Lothian 
Books, 2006).
7  Peter Bates, Japan and the British Occupation Force 1946–52 (London: Brassey’s, 1993); George 
Davies, The Occupation of Japan: The Rhetoric and Reality of Anglo-Australian Relations 1939–1952 
(St Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 2001); James Wood, The Forgotten Force (Sydney: Allen 
& Unwin, 1998); Christine de Matos, Encouraging Democracy in a Cold War Climate: The Dual-
Platform Policy Approach of Evatt and Labor toward the Allied Occupation of Japan 1945–1949 
(Sydney: Australia–Japan Research Centre, University of Western Sydney, 2001); Robin Gerster, 
Travels in Atomic Sunshine: Australia and the Occupation of Japan (Melbourne: Scribe, 2019); Julie 
Suares, J.B. Chifley: An Ardent Internationalist (Carlton: Melbourne University Publishing, 2019); 
and Jeffrey Grey, Australian Brass: The Career of Lieutenant General Sir Horace Robertson (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1992).
8  Alan Rix, ed., Intermittent Diplomat: The Japan and Batavia Diaries of W. Macmahon Ball 
(Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1988); Ai Kobayashi, W. Macmahon Ball: Politics and the 
People (North Melbourne: Australian Scholarly Publishing, 2013).
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the council’s consideration while, at the same time, British diplomats were 
not averse to undermining Ball because of differences between British and 
Australian foreign policy towards Japan.9 Ball resigned in August 1947 
to be succeeded by Patrick Shaw, the diplomat who had first served in 
Tokyo under Latham. Shaw strove energetically, although unsuccessfully, 
to prevent MacArthur from marginalising Australian views on the 
reconstruction of Japan.10

In September 1949 Shaw was replaced by William Roy Hodgson, a former 
permanent secretary of the Department of External Affairs. Hodgson led 
Australia’s mission in Tokyo during a period of dramatic change in East 
Asia. In October 1949 the People’s Republic of China was established 
in mainland China after the Nationalists, under Chiang Kai-shek, had 
fled to the island of Formosa (Taiwan). In June 1950, when North Korea 
invaded South Korea, the United Nations Security Council authorised 
a group of countries, led by the United States and including Australia, 
to aid South Korea in resisting North Korean aggression.11

Developments in the Cold War in East Asia reinforced the reverse course 
to Japan taken by the United States in 1948 and 1949. This involved 
the progressive abandonment of the strict Allied policies followed 
between 1945 to 1947 to democratise and demilitarise Japan.12 From 
1948 onward the United States sought to build up Japan economically 
as an anti-communist bastion in the Cold War.13 Australian governments, 
particularly the Chifley Labor government, had not been happy with 
aspects of the American reverse course on policy to Japan and wanted 
reassurances that there could be no revival of Japanese militarism.14 
Hodgson finished his term as minister to Japan in April 1952, just before 
two important developments. The first was ratification of the ANZUS 

9  Christine de Matos, ‘Diplomacy Interrupted? Macmahon Ball, Evatt and Labor’s Policies in 
Occupied Japan’, Australian Journal of Politics and History 52, no. 2 (2006): 188–201, doi.org/10.1111/
j.1467-8497.2005.00414.x; Robert Harvey, American Shogun (London: John Murray, 2006); Michael 
Schaller, Douglas MacArthur: The Far Eastern General (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989); John 
Dower, Embracing Defeat: Japan in the Aftermath of World War II (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 2000).
10  David Lee, ‘Shaw, Sir Patrick (1913–1975)’ in Australian Dictionary of Biography, vol. 16, ed. 
John Ritchie and Diane Langmore (Carlton: Melbourne University Press, 2002), 220–21.
11  Robert O’Neill, Australia in the Korean War 1950–1953 (Canberra: Australian War Memorial, 
1981).
12  Walter LaFeber, The Clash: U.S. Japanese Relations Throughout History (New York: W.W. Norton 
& Company, 1997), 262–70.
13  Ibid., 270–83.
14  David McLean, ‘ANZUS Origins: A Reassessment’, Australian Historical Studies 24, no.  94 
(1990): 64–82, doi.org/10.1080/10314619008595832.
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Treaty between Australia, New Zealand and the United States, which was 
seen partly in terms of Cold War alliance, defending against the threat 
of communism in Asia, and partly as addressing Australian fears of a 
remilitarised Japan. The second and related development was the signing 
of the Japanese Peace Treaty, which ended the Allied occupation and 
enabled the restoration of Japan’s full sovereignty.

Restoration and Trade
Hodgson was succeeded in Japan by E.  Ronald Walker, who was 
Australia’s first head of mission of ambassador status. Walker was an 
eminent economist and head of the National Security Resources Board, 
which advised the Menzies government on the balance between civilian 
and military spending during the Korean War.15 His term in Tokyo ran 
from 1952 to 1955, a period coinciding with Japan’s resumption of its 
prewar place as a significant trading partner with Australia. In 1948 
Japan’s industrial production was no more than two-fifths of its 1937 
level and export trade was minimal. It was thus fortunate for Japan that 
US spending in Japan during the Korean War provided a boost to its 
economy.16 As Japan’s economy steadily recovered, it emerged once again 
as a substantial international purchaser of Australian raw wool, wheat and 
barley. The balance of trade ran heavily in Australia’s favour. In 1952/53 
Japan’s purchases from Australia were valued at A£83,958,000, while 
Australian imports from Japan were limited to a mere A£4,692,000.17 
Already, less than a decade after the end of the Pacific War, were signs 
of the development of an important economic and trading relationship 
between two erstwhile enemies.

Despite the boost that the Korean War boom had given Japan, many 
diplomatic observers considered the country unstable, and that a leftist 
takeover was a possibility. Between 1952 and 1959 the left-wing Social 
Democratic Party increased its representation in the Diet and led agitation 
against both the terms of the Japanese Peace Treaty and a Security Treaty 

15  David Lee, ‘The National Security Planning and Defence Preparations of the Menzies Government, 
1950–1953’, War & Society 10, no.  2 (1992): 119–38, doi.org/10.1179/072924792791198913. 
Walker was the author of several books on economics and economic history, including The Australian 
Economy in War and Reconstruction (New York: Oxford University Press, 1947).
16  LaFeber, The Clash, 283–95.
17  Sandra Tweedie, Trading Partners: Australia & Asia 1790–1993 (Sydney: University of New 
South Wales Press, 1994), 155.
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made between Japan and the United States in 1954.18 Moreover, some 
Japanese businessmen and politicians, including Yoshida Shigeru, prime 
minister of Japan from 1948 to 1954, agreed with elements of the left 
in calling for a revival of trade with mainland China in defiance of the 
wishes of the United States.19 In 1953, Walker warned the Department 
of External Affairs of the American view that Japan urgently needed to 
wean itself off American aid and find trading partners other than the 
People’s Republic of China.20 The minister for external affairs, R.G. Casey, 
accepted the advice and told cabinet in July 1954 that Australia should 
work actively to make sure that Japan retained a democratic government. 
Australia’s restrictions on Japanese trade, through tariff, import licensing 
and sterling-area payments, worked against such efforts. As a consequence, 
in 1953 and 1954 the Japanese sought to have trade talks with Australia. 
Although Japan made no headway in trade discussions in those years, 
it  was successful in negotiating an agreement with Australia about 
resuming pearl shell fishing off the north coast of Australia.21

By the end of 1954, New Zealand and Canada had made trade agreements 
with Japan while the United States had reached with Japan the much 
stronger treaty of friendship, commerce and navigation (FCN). Australia, 
by contrast, had not reached any such agreement, and there were several 
obstacles in the way. A decade after the end of the Pacific War there 
was considerable resistance in Australia from manufacturing interests, 
protectionist-minded public servants and the Returned Services League 
to a national trade agreement with its former enemy. Many Australian 
manufacturers were averse to the prospect of more Japanese imports 
coming into Australia, and within the federal bureaucracy the Treasury 
and the Department of Trade and Customs worked to oppose a trade 
agreement with Japan. The Treasury feared that imports from Japan 
would exacerbate Australia’s balance of payments problem and Trade and 
Customs sought to safeguard Australia’s manufacturing and the trading 
relationship with Britain.22

18  LaFeber, The Clash, 296–324.
19  Extract from submission to cabinet by R.G. Casey, 21 September 1951, Department of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade (DFAT), Documents on Australian Foreign Policy: The Australia–Japan Agreement on 
Commerce (Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service, 1997), 11–12.
20  Ibid., cablegram from Walker to Department of External Affairs, 30 January 1953, 33.
21  Alan Rix, The Australia–Japan Political Alignment: 1952 to the Present (London: Routledge, 
1999), 43–70.
22  Alan Rix, Coming to Terms: The Politics of Australia’s Trade with Japan 1945–1957 (Sydney: Allen 
& Unwin, 1986).
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Taking an opposing view was the Department of Commerce and 
Agriculture, now led by John Crawford, and the Department of External 
Affairs. The Department of Commerce and Agriculture was particularly 
worried about possible Japanese retaliation against wool exports. 
The Department of External Affairs, advised by Walker and his colleagues 
in Tokyo, wished to prevent Japan from aligning with Communist 
China and to keep it within the Western bloc. In the second half of 
1955 Australian and Japanese officials began informal trade discussions, 
and bureaucratic opposition to a trade agreement diminished when, at 
the beginning of 1956, the Department of Commerce and Agriculture 
and the Department of Trade and Customs merged to form a unified 
Department of Trade headed by Crawford and under the former minister 
for commerce and agriculture, John McEwen. The new Department 
of Trade commenced its work at the same time as a new Australian 
ambassador, Alan Watt, arrived in Tokyo.

Watt was a highly experienced diplomat and a former permanent secretary 
of the Department of External Affairs.23 As Watt took up his position in 
Tokyo, a small team was set up in Australia to negotiate with Japanese 
officials. It was headed by the deputy secretary of the Department of 
Trade, Alan Westerman, under the direction of Crawford and McEwen. 
Australian negotiators had three main objectives: to bind duty-free entry 
into Japan of raw wool; to persuade Japan to protect Australia from 
foreigners dumping their exports in the Japanese market; and to ask that 
Japan accord Australia most-favoured-nation status, or at least minimum 
quotas for wheat, barley and sugar.24 In return, Japan sought from 
Australia most-favoured-nation status and non-discriminatory access to 
Japanese imports.

Early in 1957 several developments contributed to the conclusion of 
an agreement. One was a decision of the Japanese cabinet in January 
to reject surplus US farm imports, thus clearing the way for Japan to 
be able to accept the necessary quantity of Australian wheat imports.25 
Second was the dispatch of a Japanese goodwill mission to Australia in 
February. Third was a visit to Japan by the Australian prime minister, 
Robert Menzies—including a meeting between Menzies and the Japanese 

23  See Sir Alan Watt, Australian Diplomat: Memoirs of Sir Alan Watt (Sydney: Angus and Robertson 
in association with the Australian Institute of International Affairs, 1972).
24  Tweedie, Trading Partners, 165.
25  Ibid., 166.
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prime minister, Kishi Nobusuke, that helped smooth the path to final 
agreement.26 Despite his success in organising Menzies’s visit, Watt had 
cause to complain that he had had no role in negotiating the Commerce 
Agreement until the document had been completed. McEwen treated the 
trade agreement as exclusively the preserve of the Department of Trade.

In the wake of the Commerce Agreement, Japanese trade missions started 
purchasing quantities of hard coking coal from the south coast of New 
South Wales. At the same time, in the process of the annual review of 
the Commerce Agreement, the Japanese pioneered the development 
of long-term contracts for their importation of Australia coal and this 
mechanism was later replicated for other minerals such as iron ore 
and bauxite.27 Matters of trade and defence were prominent issues for 
Australia’s embassy in Tokyo in the late 1950s.28 Watt was keen, however, 
for Australia to broaden the relationship and develop positive plans 
to help shape postwar Japan. He believed Australia should work harder 
to convince Japan that Australia was geographically part of Asia and not 
merely a European outpost.29 As David Walton outlines further below, 
Watt’s style and experience assisted in his building of good relationships 
in Tokyo.

The Minerals Boom and Regional Security
Between 1960 and 1965, a period coinciding with the tenure of Laurence 
McIntyre as ambassador to Japan, a minerals boom began in Australia 
that was spurred by a resource-poor and rapidly developing Japan’s thirst 
for Australia’s natural resources. McIntyre was a career diplomat born in 
Hobart in 1912 and educated at the University of Tasmania. He joined the 
Department of External Affairs in 1940 and was Australia’s ambassador 
to Indonesia from 1957 to 1960, immediately before his posting in 
Tokyo. As ambassador in Tokyo much of McIntyre’s time was devoted to 
managing various aspects of Australia’s mining boom.

26  Record of conversation between Kishi and Menzies, 12  April 1957, National Archives of 
Australia (NAA): A1838, 3103/10/11/1/1 PART 2. See also A.W. Martin, Robert Menzies: A Life, 
Volume 2 1944–1978 (Carlton: Melbourne University Press, 1999), 35–45.
27  Don Fitch, ‘Review of Japanese Trade Agreement—Coal’, NAA: A1313, 1959/2017 PART 1.
28  Memorandum from Watt to Arthur Tange, 27 September 1956, DFAT, The Australia–Japan 
Agreement on Commerce, 260.
29  Ibid., 260–1.
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The 1960s was a decade of mineral discovery and development that helped 
Japan displace the United Kingdom as Australia’s largest trading partner in 
the early 1970s, a position it would retain for the next quarter of a century. 
In the year that McIntyre took up his position, Japan welcomed the decision 
of the Menzies government to relax the iron ore embargo, implemented 
by Lyons in 1938.30 Following this decision, the Japanese steel industry 
signed long-term contracts that enabled mining companies in Australia to 
borrow the capital needed to finance building railways, mines and ports 
in Western Australia’s Pilbara region. Cooperation between the Japanese 
steel industry, mining companies and the Western Australian government 
saw the establishment of a major new export industry geared to supply the 
Japanese steel industry. A Japanese steel mission to Australia in 1960 also 
spurred federal–state cooperation to revamp the New South Wales coal 
ports of Port Kembla, Balmain and Newcastle. McIntyre hosted visits by 
the federal minister for national development, William Spooner, and the 
New South Wales minister for mines, James Simpson, to foster the bulk 
export of Australian black coal to Japan. In Queensland, Japan’s Mitsui 
combined with US company Peabody and Australia’s Thiess brothers to 
develop the pioneer coking coal export industry in the Bowen Basin, Thiess 
Peabody Mitsui.31 Not long afterwards, Mitsubishi collaborated with a US 
company, Utah, to form Central Queensland Coal Associates and develop 
even larger and more lucrative mines in the Bowen Basin coal province.32 
Japan also became a substantial importer of bauxite developed for export in 
North Queensland and Western Australia.33

Although much of the business of Australia’s embassy under McIntyre 
was concerned with trade and economic matters, regional disputes, 
including Indonesia’s struggle to incorporate West New Guinea and its 
confrontation of the Malaysian Federation between 1963 and 1966, 
loomed large on the foreign policy agenda of both Australia and Japan. 
Important for the embassy too was Japan’s successful hosting of the 
Olympic Games in October 1964. This first Olympics ever held in Asia 
showcased Japan’s phenomenal technological development through the 

30  David Lee, ‘Reluctant Relaxation: The End of the Iron Ore Export Embargo and the Origins of 
Australia’s Mining Boom, 1960–1966’, History Australia 10, no. 3 (2013): 149–70, doi.org/10.1080/ 
14490854.2013.11668485.
31  See David Lee, The Second Rush: Mining and the Transformation of Australia (Redland Bay: 
Connor Court, 2016), Chapter 1.
32  Brian Galligan, Utah and Queensland Coal: A Study in the Micro-Political Economy of Modern 
Capitalism and the State (Brisbane: University of Queensland Press, 1989).
33  Lee, The Second Rush, Chapter 4.
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years of the ‘Japanese Economic Miracle’, symbolised in the construction 
of its high-speed train network, the Shinkansen.34 The embassy was also 
engaged with the question of who should occupy the China seat in the 
United Nations Security Council. Three ambassadors to Japan wrestled 
with the China question: McIntyre (1960–65), Sir Allen Brown (1965–
70) and Gordon Freeth (1970–73).35 After 1961, Japan, which had been 
the occupying power in Taiwan up to World War II, agreed with Australia 
and the United States on a procedure in the General Assembly of the 
United Nations that made it necessary for two-thirds of the General 
Assembly to vote to unseat the Nationalist Chinese government in China 
in the United Nations. This mechanism would keep Nationalist China in 
the United Nations China seat until 1971.

Allen Brown succeeded McIntyre as ambassador to Japan in 1965. Born 
in Melbourne in 1911, Brown was educated at Caulfield Grammar and 
the University of Melbourne and was director-general of the Department 
of Post-War Reconstruction from 1948 to 1949 before taking up the 
position of permanent secretary of the Prime Minister’s Department from 
1949 to 1959.36 He then served as deputy high commissioner in London, 
before succeeding McIntyre in Tokyo in 1965. During Brown’s term as 
ambassador, Australia and Japan both joined a new regional organisation: 
the Asian and Pacific Council (ASPAC), a group of nine anti-communist 
nations in the Asia-Pacific region that first met in Seoul in June 1966.

During this period Japan was stepping up its engagement with the 
countries of Southeast Asia. This was expressed through economic 
means, while Australia’s engagement with these nations was substantially 
military. Japan’s pacifist postwar Constitution meant that it eschewed 
military involvement in its region. This meant that Japan was even chary 
of using its navy’s vessels to evacuate its nationals from Hong Kong in 
1967 during China’s Cultural Revolution.37 The Australian and Japanese 

34  Alexander Martin, ‘The 1964 Tokyo Olympics: A Turning Point for Japan’, Wall Street Journal, 
5 September 2013; Christopher P. Hood, Shinkansen—From Bullet Train to Symbol of Modern Japan 
(London: Routledge, 2007), doi.org/10.4324/9780203180389.
35  See Stuart Doran and David Lee, eds, Documents on Australian Foreign Policy: Australia and 
Recognition of the People’s Republic of China 1949–1972 (Canberra: Department of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade, 2002).
36  Sir Peter Lawler, ‘Sir Allen Brown: An Exemplary Public Servant’, in The Seven Dwarfs and the 
Age of the Mandarins: Australian Government Administration in the Post-War Era, ed. Samuel Furphy 
(Canberra: ANU Press, 2015), 183–89, doi.org/10.22459/SDAM.07.2015.09.
37  Cablegram from Brown to Department of External Affairs, 18 September 1968, NAA: A1209, 
1964/6661.
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governments diverged over the American-led intervention in Vietnam. 
While the Japanese government appreciated the overwhelming military 
superiority of the United States in South Vietnam, it always doubted that 
the Americans would be able to defeat the insurgency there. Brown, while 
conveying to the Gaimusho (Japan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs) Australia’s 
firm support for the US (and Australian) defence of the Republic of 
Vietnam, also observed elections in South Vietnam in 1967. In the late 
1960s Australia shared with Japan an ambivalence about whether to ratify 
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, with Australia wanting to retain 
the option to develop a nuclear deterrent and Japan mindful of its civilian 
atomic program.38 Japan would not ratify the treaty until 1976, three 
years after Australia did so.39

In 1970 Gordon Freeth, the Western Australian Liberal politician and 
a former minister for external affairs, succeeded Brown as head of mission 
in Tokyo. Freeth headed the embassy in very turbulent times for both 
Japan and Australia, providing added incentive for the two governments to 
institute better ways of consulting with each other. In 1971 the president 
of the United States, Richard Nixon, broke the connection of the dollar 
with gold and left the dollar to float, a process aimed at raising the value 
of the yen. He combined this with a 10 per cent surcharge on imports.40 
The effect was to make Japanese exports less competitive than they had 
been in the 1950s and 1960s. This first ‘Nixon shock’ was quickly followed 
by a second and even greater one. In July 1971 Nixon’s national security 
adviser, Henry Kissinger, announced that Nixon would visit Beijing in 
1972 to bring about a rapprochement with the People’s Republic of 
China. The announcement caught both Japan and Australia off guard. 
Both governments were, at US request, supporting Taiwan’s position in 
the United Nations without any forewarning of Nixon’s intention to allow 
China to take its place among the Great Powers on the Security Council. 
In October 1971 the General Assembly finally voted to put the People’s 
Republic of China in the UN seat. In 1972, a year in which the increasing 
volume of diplomatic exchange between the two countries was remarked 
on in an Australian Senate Committee, the two governments established 

38  Ibid.
39  Wayne Reynolds, ‘Australia’s Quest to Enrich Uranium and the Whitlam Government’s Loans 
Affair’, Australian Journal of Politics and History 54, no. 4 (2008): 562–78, doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-
8497.2008.00516.x.
40  LaFeber, The Clash, 352–53.
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an annual meeting of ministers from both countries.41 In the nearly three 
decades from 1945 to 1972, the relationship had metamorphosed from 
wartime hostility into a vital economic partnership that was strengthened 
by shared political and regional interests.

From NARA Treaty to Regional Planning
At the end of 1972 the Gough Whitlam Labor government was elected to 
office. In the following year the seasoned diplomat K.C.O. ‘Mick’ Shann 
succeeded Freeth as ambassador in Tokyo, a position that he held until 
1976. Shann helped Whitlam to implement his wish, imposed on an 
unwilling bureaucracy on John Crawford’s advice, to negotiate with Japan 
a Basic Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation (also known as the NARA 
Treaty).42 The treaty, which was eventually signed by Whitlam’s successor 
Malcolm Fraser, established a broad framework of principles to guide 
and strengthen future bilateral relations with Japan.43 One area of the 
bilateral relationship that had become more complicated since 1972 was 
‘resources diplomacy’. In an effort to maximise the value of the resources 
exported to Japan, Whitlam had instituted export controls on all minerals 
exported from Australia as a lever to bargain for higher resource prices and 
had imposed restrictions on the level of foreign ownership of Australian 
mineral resources.44 Although these policies were deeply concerning to 
Japanese companies, particularly the steel industry, Australia’s mineral 
exports to Japan increased in the 1970s as black coal emerged as Australia’s 
most valuable traded commodity in the 1980s. It was the delayed effect of 
the rise in the price of petroleum in the early 1970s that prompted Japan 
to search for oil substitutes such as thermal coal.45

Prior to his posting to Tokyo, Shann had, as deputy secretary of 
External Affairs (Foreign Affairs from 1973), promoted measures 
designed to improve dialogues on these and other developments in the 

41  See Shann’s comments to the Senate Standing Committee of Foreign Affairs and Defence, in Rix, 
The Australia–Japan Political Alignment, 72–73; ‘Japan and Australia’, Canberra Times, 12 October 
1972.
42  Moreen Dee, Friendship and Co-operation: The 1976 Basic Treaty between Australia and Japan, 
Australia in the World: The Foreign Affairs and Trade files no. 3 (Canberra: Department of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade, 2006).
43  Peter Drysdale, ‘Did the NARA Treaty Make a Difference?’ Australian Journal of International 
Affairs 60, no. 4 (2006): 490–505, doi.org/10.1080/10357710601006994.
44  Lee, The Second Rush, Chapter 6.
45  Ibid, Chapter 7.
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relationship. An Australia–Japan Ministerial Committee and a Standing 
Interdepartmental Committee on Japan were the result. Neither proved 
long-lasting but foreshadowed later efforts to establish more regular and 
internally coordinated forms of dialogue.

One of the most active senior bureaucrats in Australian public life, John 
Menadue succeeded Shann and served as ambassador from 1977 to 
1980.46 Of all the public servant appointees to Tokyo, Menadue was the 
least in the mould of a diplomat or trade expert. He was born in South 
Australia in 1935 and graduated from the University of Adelaide in 1956 
with a bachelor of economics. His path to Tokyo was foreshadowed in two 
ways. His first sortie was while working for press owner Rupert Murdoch 
managing the Australian newspaper in the late 1960s. In recognition of 
Japan’s growing importance to Australia, Menadue established a new 
bureau for the newspaper in Tokyo in 1969.47

The second lure of Tokyo came while Menadue was secretary of Prime 
Minister and Cabinet, both before and after the Whitlam government’s 
dismissal. In 1974–75 Menadue threw his support behind Ambassador 
Shann’s proposal for what became the Basic Treaty of Friendship and 
Cooperation. The passage of the bill to establish the treaty was suspended 
by the dramatic dismissal of Whitlam in November 1975. There was a risk 
of it languishing, but Menadue and others ensured that it secured passage 
in 1976; they then supported, under Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser’s 
government, the work and recommendations of another committee, led 
by retail businessman Kenneth Baillieu Myer, for a separate Standing 
Committee on Japan comprising permanent heads of departments, and 
a Consultative Committee on Relations with Japan, supported by a 
permanent secretariat.48

46  Oral history transcript, Menadue interviewed by Ray Aitchison 19 February 1985, National 
Library of Australia (NLA): ORAL TRC 2158/1, Bib ID 1658940; Oral history transcript, Menadue 
interviewed by Daniel Connell, 7 August 1995, NLA: ORAL TRC 3307, Bib ID 2207502; John 
Menadue, Things You Learn along the Way (Melbourne: David Lovell Publishing, 1999); see also 
Pearls and Irritations (blog): johnmenadue.com/about-pearls-irritations/. John Menadue’s wife, 
Cynthia, also wrote an account of their time in Japan, Shadows on the Shoji: A Personal View of 
Japan (Sydney: John Ferguson, 1985) (published in Japan as Ambassador’s Wife). Menadue returned 
to senior positions, including secretary of the Department of Trade in 1983, and during the 1990s 
served as head of major companies Qantas and Telstra.
47  Menadue interviewed by Daniel Connell, TRC 3307, p. 262. He appointed as the bureau’s first 
chief Greg Clarke, former diplomat and outspoken critic of Menzies-era governments’ tendencies to 
view Asia primarily through a Cold War lens.
48  Ibid., 262–65; and Menadue, Things You Learn along the Way, 183–84; Rix, The Australia–Japan 
Political Alignment, 78–80.
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When Fraser suggested in October 1976 that Menadue succeed Shann 
as ambassador in Tokyo he relished the chance to move on. Although 
he recalled getting little in the way of strategic direction from Foreign 
Affairs and other departments in Canberra by way of preparation, this 
was not unwelcome. Menadue enjoyed the sense of license that came 
with his being neither a professional diplomat nor politician. Being ‘not 
particularly attracted to the dreary round of diplomatic dinners and parties 
which are so much the life of bored diplomats’, he balanced procedural 
necessity with his inclination to do things his way.49

Menadue was in Tokyo during a time of increased international admiration 
for Japan’s economic growth, high exchange rates, increased Japanese 
investment in Australian ventures, and a two-to-one trade surplus ratio. 
His tenure was especially marked by the new resources diplomacy, 
including greater activity by Western Australian and Queensland 
governments trying to shape the conditions of trade deals with Japan. 
In the late 1970s Australia provided around 80 per cent of Japan’s wool, 
50 per cent of its iron ore and 40 per cent of its coking coal, and more 
than 50 per cent of its bauxite. As Menadue recalled: ‘Embassy staff used 
to lay bets that I couldn’t make a speech about Australia–Japan relations 
or answer questions without mentioning dollars or tonnes. I always lost.’50

Within the strong flow of trade, contractual sticking points relating 
to Japan’s importing of sugar and beef demanded attention, and the 
Department of Trade was continuously engaged. Trade minister Doug 
Anthony and secretaries Doug McKay and Jim Scully stood out as the 
top Australians most sensitive to negotiations with Japan.51 In 1978 the 
Japanese steel mills managed to divide the three main Australian iron 
ore companies in reaching lower-than-expected prices for ore contracts. 
This led to something of a showdown between Canberra and the Western 
Australian government of Charles Court, which was anxious to proceed as 
it also needed Japanese investment for further development of the Pilbara 
mine region. Doug Anthony was furious that the usual practice of federal 
government endorsement of broad parameters governing such export 
contracts had been circumvented, but, in recognition of the Japanese 
bargaining position, was forced to concede.52

49  Menadue, Things You Learn along the Way, 193; Menadue interviewed by Daniel Connell, 
TRC 3307, pp. 265–67.
50  Lee, The Second Rush, 255; Menadue, Things You Learn along the Way, 196.
51  Menadue interviewed by Daniel Connell, TRC 3307, pp. 266, 272–73, 288–89.
52  Lee, The Second Rush, 287–89.
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Menadue kept pressing for greater breadth in the Australia–Japan 
relationship, involving more, and especially younger, Australians. He 
supported the new Australia–Japan Foundation (with the help of Neil 
Currie, who succeeded him in Tokyo) to develop education kits about 
Australia for Japanese teachers. In part, the education kits were a response 
to one of the least satisfactory experiences Menadue had in Japan—the 
recurrence of what he called ‘the ghost of “White Australia”’. So often, 
after giving one of his many public talks, he said, and especially after 
a drink or two, he would be questioned about the White Australia 
policy. The production of education kits would go some way to relaying 
a broader Australian history. He also worked with his counterpart in 
Canberra, Japan’s ambassador Yoshio Okawara, to conclude a working 
holiday 12-month visa scheme between the two countries for those up 
to the age of 25, along the lines of similar schemes operating between 
Australian and European countries. The Australia–Japan working holiday 
scheme was announced during the visit to Australia by Japanese prime 
minister Masayoshi Ōhira in 1980.53

By this time, the Australia–Japan relationship benefited from more high-
level meetings, a broader group of political and economic policy thinkers 
joining some of these, and a joint focus on conceptual thinking about the 
Asia-Pacific region. Outcomes included a major report recommending 
more interchanges on policy to both Australian and Japanese governments 
by Sir John Crawford and Dr Saburō Ōkita, Australia, Japan and Western 
Pacific Economic Relations54 in 1976; Whitlam’s speech, ‘Australia and 
Japan and their Region’, delivered at the 7th Australia–Japan Relations 
Symposium, at The Australian National University (ANU), 29  March 
1979; the Pacific Basin Cooperation Concept, an agreement made 
between Prime Ministers Malcolm Fraser and Masayoshi Ōhira in 
Canberra, in January 1980; and the Pacific Community Seminar at ANU 
in Canberra in September 1980, which is regarded as the first meeting of 
the Pacific Economic Cooperation Council (PECC). In Tokyo, Menadue 
hosted quarterly breakfasts with Japanese politicians, including with the 
secretary-general and others from the ruling Liberal Democratic Party. 

53  Menadue interviewed by Daniel Connell, TRC 3307, pp. 281–82, 290–91; Menadue, Things You 
Learn along the Way, 204.
54  Sir John Grenfell Crawford and Saburō Ōkita, Australia, Japan and Western Pacific Economic 
Relations: A Report to the Governments of Australia and Japan (Canberra: Australian Government 
Publishing Service, 1976).
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The secretary-general, Masayoshi Ōhira, became prime minister in 1978, 
and another who occasionally attended, Yasuhiro Nakasone, rose to this 
position in 1982.

Menadue concluded his term in Tokyo in 1980, returning to Australia 
to become secretary of the Department of Immigration. His continuing 
seniority in Canberra therefore enhanced the standing of the embassy in 
Tokyo. James Plimsoll’s appointment to Tokyo in 1981 confirmed this 
high standing as he was one of Australia’s most senior public servants and 
diplomats. Born in Sydney in 1917, he graduated from the University 
of Sydney in 1941 with bachelors of economics and arts. A captain 
in the Citizen Military Forces, during World War II he worked in the 
Directorate of Research and Civil Affairs and at the end of the war was 
posted to the Australian Military Mission in Washington, DC. For a 
little over a year, he was the Australian representative on the Far Eastern 
Commission there, working on Allied policy towards occupied Japan, 
before returning to Australia at the end of 1947 and soon afterwards 
joining the Department of External Affairs. His talents as a diplomat 
emerged quickly, first accompanying the minister, Dr H. V. Evatt, to UN 
meetings in New York, then as Australia’s representative in Korea on the 
UN commission for unification and rehabilitation, and as permanent 
representative to the UN in New York, 1959–63. Plimsoll served as high 
commissioner to India, 1963–65; secretary of External Affairs, 1965–70; 
ambassador in Washington, 1970–74, Moscow, 1974–77, and Brussels, 
1977–80; and high commissioner in London, 1980–81.55

Indeed, ‘Jim Plim’ was the consummate diplomat and brought to the 
post the highest standards in his profession.56 The circumstances of his 
arrival were less than ideal—having been appointed the first career high 
commissioner in London he was forced to leave London early as Prime 
Minister Fraser needed to move a controversial minister, Victor Garland, 
out of the way and the solution was to send him to London. Plimsoll’s 
stay in Tokyo, seen widely as a compensatory measure, was also brief as 
he then accepted an offer to become governor of Tasmania. By mutual 

55  Jeremy Hearder, ‘Sir James Plimsoll (1917–1987)’, in Australian Dictionary of Biography, vol. 18, 
2012, adb.anu.edu.au/biography/plimsoll-sir-james-15471, accessed 8 July 2020.
56  See, generally, Jeremy Hearder, Jim Plim: Ambassador Extraordinary: A Biography of Sir James 
Plimsoll (Ballarat: Connor Court Publishing, 2015).
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agreement, and with a view to the importance of the Australia–Japan 
relationship, Plimsoll served in Tokyo for 18 months before taking up his 
new post in Tasmania.57

This was time enough for Plimsoll to send back to Canberra two long 
reports on a delicate aspect of Japan’s potential role in regional security: 
the future of Article 9 of the Japanese Constitution, renouncing war and 
prohibiting Japan from having the potential to prosecute war. Plimsoll 
arrived in Japan after some constitutional challenges to the existence of 
Japan’s Self-Defense Force had failed, and amid recurring discussion of 
Japan’s obligations as an ally of the United States. It was, argued Plimsoll, 
reasonable to suggest that Japan should be capable of defending its home 
islands, and that the United States should not have to bear the burden 
of this. What was less desirable was an increase in Japanese production 
of military equipment beyond this measure, and the sending of Japanese 
forces beyond the home islands. The Japanese he asked assured him 
that memories of the military regime were still strong, and there was no 
likelihood of a military group in Japan re-emerging to wield political 
influence again. Plimsoll later recalled that his reports along these lines 
were well received in Canberra.58

His successor, Neil Currie, was the first ambassador to arrive with some 
proficiency in Japanese language. Being appointed ambassador to Japan 
in 1982 was, for Currie, like a wheel turning full circle. He was born 
in Mackay, Queensland, in 1926, and moved in his childhood with his 
family to Perth. He joined the small Department of External Affairs in 
1948, and his first overseas posting was to Tokyo, as third secretary, in 
1950. Even before then he had developed a strong attraction to Japan, 
having enjoyed studying Asian history under the inspirational John Legge 
at the University of Western Australia, and then taking a language course 
in Japanese prior to joining External Affairs. During that initial posting, 
1950–53, his interest was further stimulated by firsthand observation 

57  Oral history transcript, James Plimsoll interviewed by Clyde Cameron, 26 March 1984, NLA: 
ORAL TRC 1967, nla.gov.au/nla.obj-215722006/listen/38-2539. In fact, Plimsoll received the offer 
just three months after this arrival in what was to be his final overseas posting of three years in Tokyo. 
Scrupulous as ever, Plimsoll sought advice from departmental secretary Peter Henderson, who in 
turn consulted the foreign affairs minister, Tony Street. Relayed back to Plimsoll, Street’s advice was 
candid: if Fraser had upended him once to solve a political headache, there was no guarantee it would 
not happen again.
58  Ibid., nla.gov.au/nla.obj-215722006/listen/38-1371.
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of  the gargantuan task of postwar reconstruction. Currie married his 
wife Geraldine while in Tokyo and three of their four children were born 
during this time there.

After Tokyo, Currie joined the Department of Trade, working under the 
strong leadership of Sir John Crawford, and then Sir Alan Westerman. 
This saw him engaged on the implications of Britain’s application to join 
the Common Market, the Kennedy Round of the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade (1964–67) and annual reviews of the trade agreement 
with Japan. Within Trade, he became deputy secretary of the Department 
of Secondary Industry in 1968, and then secretary, successively, of the 
Departments of Supply  (1971), Manufacturing Industry (1974), and 
Industry and Commerce (1975). He headed the new Department of 
Industry and Commerce until his appointment as ambassador to Japan 
in 1982.

Currie was thus well placed to help foster the Australia–Japan trading 
relationship and it continued to grow during his term, being valued at 
the seventh largest in the world.59 Much of the expansion in Western 
Australia’s iron ore mining was linked to Japan’s needs. The 1980s also saw 
a broadening of the base in the relationship, as Whitlam and others had 
hoped. One focal point was ANU, where Sir John Crawford and Peter 
Drysdale initiated a series of conferences on Pacific cooperation. The idea 
flowed from the visit to Australia by Japanese prime minister Masayoshi 
Ōhira in January 1980, taking into account Ōhira’s enthusiasm for an 
‘open’ form of regionalism in the Pacific. It evolved into a series of PECC 
conferences during the 1980s, building towards Australian prime minister 
Bob Hawke’s suggestion in 1989 of a more formal, ministerial body: 
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC). The  conferences leading 
up to this point, and thereafter, enabled influential bureaucrats, business 
leaders and academics to exchange policy ideas more readily between 
Australia and Japan. They complemented the work of an Australia–Japan 
Ministerial Committee established in 1972.60

After Currie left Tokyo in 1986, Japan remained a constant in his life. 
In retirement he chaired the Australia–Japan Foundation, 1989–93, and 
was an executive member of the Australia–Japan Business Co-operation 
Committee, 1993–97. He was working on a novel set in postwar Japan 
when he died in July 1999. The Australia–Japan Foundation established 

59  Lee, The Second Rush, 255.
60  Rix, The Australia–Japan Political Alignment, 135–36.
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the Sir Neil Currie Australian Studies Award Program in 2000 to 
commemorate Currie’s life and to promote academic exchanges and 
research and teaching about Australia at tertiary institutions in Japan.

Managing High Expectations, Bilateral 
and Regional
Succeeding Currie, Geoff Miller, born in 1934, was educated at the 
University of Tasmania, where another inspiring history lecturer, George 
Wilson, helped spark an interest in Asia. In December 1956 he joined 
a pioneering tour of Southeast Asia with the National Union of Australian 
University Students that furthered this interest; and a long conversation 
with a fellow Tasmanian, journalist Dennis Warner, led him to connect 
his regional fascination to a possible career in External Affairs. Before 
joining the department, he took up the offer of a Rhodes Scholarship 
to Oxford (making him the first of three successive Rhodes scholars as 
ambassadors to Japan between 1986 and 1998).61 After a short posting to 
Kuala Lumpur, Miller was then sent to Jakarta. His time there coincided 
with the so-called attempted coup of 30  September 1965, leading to 
Suharto’s rise to power, at the expense of Sukarno, and the murder of 
upwards of 500,000 Communist Party of Indonesia members, supporters 
and others. In the chaotic aftermath he and other members of the 
Australian embassy drew on information gathered by their counterparts in 
the Japanese embassy who they held in high regard. After further postings 
to the United Nations in New York and New Delhi, Miller served as 
ambassador to the Republic of Korea, 1978–80. Indeed, all of his overseas 
postings excepting New York were to Asia.

Recent progress towards regional cooperation, expanded trade for 
Australian resources and the thickening of Australia–Japan cultural 
ties continued but were also buffeted somewhat by sharp economic 
shocks during Miller’s term as ambassador, 1986–89. Foremost were 
the consequences of the sudden appreciation of the Japanese yen. 
Longstanding Japanese importers of Australian coal and iron ore were 
desperate to bring prices of these down. At the same time, the recession 
in Australia led the Hawke government to inflate its expectations of 

61  Oral history transcript, Geoff Miller interviewed by David Lowe, 28 August 2017, NLA: ORAL 
TRC 6870/5, Bib ID 7464418.
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Japan, both as buyer of commodities and as a model of high technology 
manufacturing that Australia might emulate. Japan took more than 
one-quarter of Australia’s exports in the late 1980s. The collective 
cartel buying by Japanese importers made for tough, even ‘quite edgy’ 
negotiations on prices, and this absorbed a good deal of Miller’s time. 
He recalled efforts in joining US pressure for Japan to open up to foreign 
imported beef, at the same time as he argued that opening up was not to 
be confined to US exporters.62 It ended satisfactorily for Australians, and 
trade relations settled reasonably well after the alarms about the higher 
yen, but the negotiations were testing, especially on agricultural products. 
When Prime Minister Bob Hawke visited in December 1987, he was even 
more strident in his insistence that Australia not suffer from Japan’s need 
to respond to US pressures about their imbalanced trade with Japan.63 
Future ambassador in Tokyo Peter Grey was deeply involved, as he was 
then agricultural attaché in the embassy.64

Japan’s influence in the Pacific grew during this period, especially 
through increased levels of Japanese aid for the South Pacific, a region 
of immediate strategic concern to Australia. This was accompanied by 
mostly fruitful Australia–Japan consultation and information-sharing, 
even if both governments were clear that their respective aid programs 
were in no way coordinated.65

Two further issues were the sale of a portion of the embassy grounds 
(as  discussed in Chapters 6 and 7) and the rising levels of Japanese 
investment in Australia, including the ill-fated Australia–Japan proposal 
to build what was called a multifunction polis (MFP) in South Australia. 
On  the issue of demolishing the old mansion building serving as the 
chancery, Miller acknowledged that it had become too small. But he was 
opposed to the sale of a great slice of the property, no matter that land 
prices had skyrocketed and the sale was seen as addressing Australia’s 
national debt. He registered his opposition to the sale of part of the 
property but it did not change Canberra’s determination to sell.66

62  The Americans reached agreement in 1985 to supply Japan with one million tonnes of steaming 
coal at prices higher than current market prices. The Australian government understandably saw this 
as a threat. See Lee, The Second Rush, 301–03.
63  Rix, The Australia–Japan Political Alignment, 35–37.
64  Miller interviewed by David Lowe, TRC 6870/5.
65  Rix, The Australia–Japan Political Alignment, 140–42.
66  Geoff Miller, ‘Diplomatic Reflections: An Australian View from Tokyo’, Japanese Studies 24, 
no. 2 (2004): 169–75, doi.org/10.1080/1037139042000302474; Miller interviewed by David Lowe, 
TRC 6870/5.
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The rising Japanese investment in Australia was a welcome development, 
but also posed questions for Australia–Japan relations more generally. 
Japan’s share of total investment in Australia rose from 8.7 per cent in 
1981 to 17.9 per cent 10 years later.67 Japanese tourist visits to Australia 
rose spectacularly at the same time. The MFP was an innovative and 
big idea, envisaging a new community in Australia, built jointly by 
Australian and Japanese firms, combining high tech industry, education, 
research and lifestyle. On the one hand, it was a measure of the success in 
the annual Australia–Japan Ministerial Committee meetings that such an 
ambitious project was raised—at the ninth such meeting in January 1987. 
But it also brought to a head a growing backlash in Australia against rising 
levels of conspicuous Japanese real estate investment, especially on the 
Gold Coast. During his visit to Australia in 1988, Prime Minister Noboru 
Takeshita witnessed anti-investment rallies.68 Another site near Adelaide 
was selected for the MFP, but the proposal rapidly fell apart in the early 
1990s as the bursting Japanese economic bubble took its toll on investors; 
and popular opposition in Australia and then withdrawn government 
funding combined to deliver fatal blows. Instead of constituting a new 
height in Australia–Japan multilayered cooperation, the MFP became an 
embarrassment to both governments.69

In 1989, Miller was succeeded in Tokyo by Rawdon Dalrymple. 
A Rhodes scholar from New South Wales who joined the Department 
of External Affairs in 1957, Dalrymple first visited Japan in late 1965. 
He was in charge of the Economic Policy Unit, and he made two trips, 
travelling with Treasury officials, first Colin Konran and then Harold 
Heinrich, to discuss the Japan-led proposal for what became the Asian 
Development Bank, launched in December 1966, and to consider the 
economic implications of the deteriorating situation in Indonesia. There, 
the worsening economic outlook and failure to repay loans coincided with 
volatile politics. This was in the wake of the events of 30 September 1965 

67  Rix, The Australia–Japan Political Alignment, 107.
68  Ibid., 37.
69  On the MFP, see Ian Inkster, The Clever City: Japan, Australia and the Multifunction Polis (Sydney: 
Sydney University Press, 1991); Walter Hamilton, Serendipity City: Australia, Japan and the Multifunction 
Polis (Sydney: ABC Books, 1991); and Gavan McCormack, ed., Bonsai Australia Banzai: Multifunction 
Polis and the Making of a Special Relationship with Japan (Sydney: Pluto Press, 1991).
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and subsequent turmoil. On the second of these two visits to Japan, he 
stopped in Jakarta on his return journey and saw firsthand the last days 
of Sukarno’s tenure.70

From the mid-1960s Dalrymple was engaged more than others in 
the Department of External Affairs in development economics, and 
this led to his being appointed alternate director for Australia on the 
Asian Development Bank in Manila in 1967, before he was posted to 
Jakarta as minister, 1969–72. He therefore developed a keen awareness 
of the nexus between Japan’s regional engagement, US policy towards 
Asia, and international economic development thinking and policy.71 
He  subsequently served as ambassador to Israel, then to Indonesia, 
and  then the United States, prior to his term as ambassador to Japan, 
1989–93. Upon arrival in Tokyo he had to spend considerable time making 
adjustments to the new chancery and residence, and fielding complaints 
from staff unhappy at some of the apartments they had to occupy, and 
which did not always compare well with their previous accommodation in 
Tokyo suburban houses. The senior trade commissioner was perhaps the 
most affected, having previously been living and working very separately 
from the old embassy, and with a sense of license to work independently.72 
The new buildings meant that the Tokyo embassy was quite literally 
shadowing the merging of the Departments of Trade and Foreign Affairs 
in Canberra in 1987.

Managing one of the biggest of Australia’s embassies that suddenly required 
all staff to be housed in its new residential block on the embassy grounds 
soaked up a considerable portion of Dalrymple’s time. Nor did he recall it 
as a time of breakthroughs in trade on some of the commodities Canberra 
was eager to see Japan import. Dalrymple recognised early on that asking 
the Japanese to purchase Australian rice was an uphill task, and not one 
that saw rewards in his time.

Nevertheless, his term was notable for the growing sense of Australia–
Japan partnership in ways that reached beyond trade and investment. 
An example of this was Australian support for Japan’s provision of 
peacekeeping forces in the Gulf War, a move approved after difficult 
debate in the Diet in 1992. In the same year, Australia’s defence minister 

70  Oral history transcript, Rawdon Dalrymple interviewed by David Lowe, 23 May 2017, NLA: 
ORAL TRC 6870, Bib ID 7385848.
71  Ibid.
72  Ibid.
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Robert Ray visited Tokyo and flagged Australia’s readiness to increase 
defence contacts on a number of levels, an important step towards 
gradually broadened defence cooperation that would continue to unfold 
thereafter. It was also a partnership informing the two governments’ 
approaches to regional cooperation, particularly in the new APEC. Japan’s 
strong support for APEC ensured that this body would take precedence 
over any involvement in the Malaysian-sponsored alternative, the East 
Asian Economic Caucus. The focus on APEC also saw agreement on 
trade liberalisation as an essential component of regional cooperation.73

The growing people-to-people and cultural connections between Australia 
and Japan, including sister cities and school exchange programs was 
another feature of the early 1990s, as is discussed in Chapter 9. Charismatic 
figures stood out in the cultivation of people-to-people connections. 
Dalrymple recalled the outstanding efforts of Australian Catholic priest 
Father Tony Glynn, who had been based in Nara since 1953, and whose 
work in reconciliation, interfaith cooperation and fund-raising attracted 
widespread admiration. John Menadue also recalled Father Glynn’s work 
as a highlight in Australia–Japan relations.74

In October 1993 Ashton Calvert was appointed to succeed Dalrymple. 
Miller, Dalrymple and Calvert all shared an appreciation of an Australia–
Japan relationship that went far beyond economic and strategic factors. 
In  this sense, they expanded on the approach of earlier diplomat-
ambassadors, perhaps with the exception of Alan Watt, who had urged 
the importance of cultural ties in the 1950s. Of all Australia’s ambassadors 
to this date, Calvert was the most Japan-oriented. As a Rhodes scholar, he 
gained a doctorate in mathematics at Oxford. He joined External Affairs 
in 1970, was selected to learn Japanese, and was very quickly posted to 
Japan, for four years, 1971–75. During this first posting he played a crucial 
role in negotiating sticking points needing to be addressed before the 
Basic Treaty could be agreed.75 He spent 14 of the next 37 years in Japan, 
serving next time as counsellor for labour relations, 1984–85. His wife, 
Mikie, was Japanese-born. He became fluent in Japanese, a talent that 

73  Alan Rix, ‘Australia and Japan’, in Seeking Asian Engagement: Australia in World Affairs, 1991–95, 
ed. James Cotton and John Ravenhill (Melbourne: Oxford University Press in conjunction with the 
Australian Institute of International Affairs, 1997), 134–48.
74  Sydney Sunday Telegraph, 11 December 1994. Glynn died in Nara in 1994, having been made 
an honorary citizen of Nara.
75  The full story is told in Moreen Dee, Friendship and Co-operation: The 1976 Basic Treaty between 
Australia and Japan, Australia in the World: The Foreign Affairs and Trade files no. 3 (Canberra: 
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 2006).
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proved invaluable for his four postings to Tokyo, the last as ambassador. 
He is fondly remembered there on account of his linguistic fluency and 
astute reading of Japanese politics and society, and his constant attention 
to Australia–Japan relations, including during his seven years as secretary 
of Foreign Affairs and Trade beginning in 1998. It was perhaps fitting 
that a very public declaration of the importance of the Australia–Japan 
relationship emerged during his time in Tokyo. In May 1995, at the time of 
Prime Minister Paul Keating’s visit to Tokyo, the two governments issued 
a ‘Joint Declaration on the Australia–Japan Partnership’. They described 
the relationship as one of ‘unprecedented quality’ and pledged to build 
on the foundation they had built, including with others in the region. The 
Japanese government added that Australia was ‘an indispensable partner 
in regional affairs’.76

Building on earlier foundations continued, but within constraints. 
Calvert  was in Tokyo as Japan experienced economic reversal and the 
collapse of real estate prices in a period of deflation. This would have 
consequences for Australia’s resource exports but the percentage share 
for Japan slowed from a high point—of 25 per cent in 1980 to 20 per 
cent in 1997.77 The security dialogue between the two governments 
also grew during his term. Having passed the hitherto strict barrier of 
1 per cent GNP spending on self-defence in 1987, Japanese governments 
continued their cautious but steady moves towards greater involvement 
in international (primarily UN peacekeeping) and bilateral and regional 
security measures. Following the Ray visit and developments in 1992, in 
February 1996 Tokyo hosted the first annual official talks on politico-
military matters, following Australian prompting. Thereafter, Prime 
Minister Howard and official defence statements stressed the logic of 
both Japan’s increased involvement in regional security, and the defence 
relationship becoming a stronger part of Australia–Japan relations.78

Calvert left Tokyo to become secretary of DFAT from April 1998 to 
January 2005. He died in November 2007 from an aggressive form of 
cancer. In paying tribute to his life and work, Australian foreign minister 
Alexander Downer described his contribution to Australia–Japan relations 
as ‘immeasurable’.79

76  Quoted in Rix, ‘Australia and Japan’, 138–39.
77  Lee, The Second Rush, 307.
78  Rix, The Australia–Japan Political Alignment, 169–70.
79  Alexander Downer, DFAT, Media release, FA 142, 16 November 2007.
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Calvert was followed in Tokyo by Peter Grey,80 from 1998 to 2001. 
A University of Sydney graduate (bachelor of economics, with honours), 
Grey also completed a master of business administration at Stanford 
before joining the Department of Trade. In the wake of the merger of 
the Department of Trade with Foreign Affairs in 1987 he emerged as 
one of Australia’s most senior trade negotiators. In addition to being 
departmental deputy secretary in the mid-1990s, he was Australia’s first 
ambassador for APEC and led negotiations on World Trade Organization 
matters. Grey’s time in Tokyo coincided with the aftermath of the 1997 
Asian financial crisis, compounding the economic downtown in Japan. 
It was harder to maintain the recent energy behind regional cooperation 
in these circumstances, and harder also with less enthusiasm for regional/
multilateral diplomacy by the Howard government.

In Grey’s area of special expertise, trade, the turn of the century saw slight 
declines in overall Australian market share, but familiar exports of wheat, 
coal, iron ore and now also liquefied natural gas held their places in Japan. 
While the Australia Trade Commission (Austrade) tried to sound upbeat 
about the prospects of diversifying the range of exports to Japan to include 
foods, manufactures and other goods, there was little actual progress in 
this direction.

Among the most significant developments of this period was the continued 
strengthening of defence ties. In brief, it was a case of the tentative talks 
and regularised meetings becoming even more substantive and envisaging 
higher levels of politico-military coordination in response to regional 
security issues. The very visible growth of China’s military capability 
and North Korea’s testing of sophisticated missiles over Japan in 1998 
provided important context.

At the same time, the two governments initially responded very differently 
to the emerging crisis in East Timor. Australian support for East Timor’s 
self-determination and lead role in securing a UN-backed military 
intervention was very different from Japan’s more hands-off approach. 
Taken together with an apparent Australian readiness to intervene in 
the name of regional security in conjunction with the United States 

80  Peter Grey and his successor, John McCarthy, benefited from Tokyo’s inclusion in a group of 
posts that were deemed by DFAT secretary Ashton Calvert to be of special standing, warranting 
a higher remuneration for the head of post. The initial five were Beijing, Tokyo, Washington, Jakarta 
and London, and New Delhi was added later. This special listing operated from 1997–98 to 2004–5, 
when it ceased for budget reasons: Oral history transcript, John McCarthy interviewed by David 
Lowe, 8 May 2017, NLA: ORAL TRC 6870/1, Bib ID 7384295.
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(Prime Minister Howard did not reject the title of sheriff given to him in 
a media report in 1999, and this became ‘deputy sheriff ’ in Indonesian 
commentary in 2002), it seemed that Australia was less concerned to act in 
concert with regional allies. In practice, however, Japan soon cooperated, 
in the form of financial aid, with both the Australian-led International 
Force East Timor (INTERFET) operation in East Timor and the UN 
Transitional Administration in East Timor (UNTAET).81

Partnership Expansion
Grey returned to Canberra in 2001 to senior trade roles and then as chief 
executive officer of Austrade. He was succeeded by John McCarthy, one of 
the department’s most senior diplomats. McCarthy grew up in England, 
graduating from Cambridge with a master of arts and bachelor of laws. 
He worked briefly as a lawyer in New York before joining External Affairs 
in 1968. Prior to his arrival in Tokyo, McCarthy had served as Australia’s 
ambassador five times, to Vietnam, Mexico, Thailand, the United States 
and, prior to Japan, Indonesia. After Jakarta, McCarthy found Tokyo very 
quiet. He recalled it as busy but in a predictable way, rather than frenetic, 
and without the need for frequent briefings for the local and Australian 
media that had punctuated his life in Jakarta. It took him some months to 
adjust. Secretary Ashton Calvert instructed that he wanted more political 
content to inform the relationship, but trade was the foundation for much 
of the embassy’s work.

Just prior to McCarthy’s departure from Australia in 2001 there was 
a conference organised in Sydney to promote broader, two-way dialogue 
between the two countries. What became the first of eight such Australia–
Japan conferences was initiated by Prime Ministers Howard and Koizumi 
and brought together members of the two governments with participants 
from business, media, academia and elsewhere, to exchange ideas. The 
initial conference held at the end of April 2001 was subtitled, ‘Australia–
Japan creative partnership’. It ranged broadly from strategic and trade and 
economic relations to cultural, social, science and technological relations.82 

81  Rikki Kersten, ‘Australia and Japan’, in The National Interest in the Global Era: Australia in World 
Affairs, 1996–2000, ed. James Cotton and John Ravenhill (Melbourne: Oxford University Press in 
association with the Australian Institute of International Affairs, 2001), 72–90.
82  Summaries of the eight meetings are provided on the DFAT website: www.dfat.gov.au/geo/
japan/Pages/australia-japan-conference, accessed 2 September 2020.
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McCarthy recalled that it involved Australian business leaders, including 
Hugh Morgan, and Japanese representatives from major companies such 
as Tokyo Electric, Kobe Steel and Nippon Steel. Morgan was especially 
bullish about the prospects of a free trade agreement (FTA) and the need 
to aim for this rather than something less.83

In the early 2000s, the sense of trade complementarity between the two 
countries was slipping, as Japan looked to restructure its economy and 
Australia focused on an FTA with the United States (achieved in 2004). 
During his term, McCarthy’s team made steady progress towards the 
more modest, but important, Comprehensive Economic Partnership. 
Prime Minister Howard acted against McCarthy’s advice in pressing for 
an FTA during the visit by Japanese prime minister Koizumi in 2002. 
Howard’s insistence resulted in awkwardness and back-pedalling rather 
than forcing the pace. But the Koizumi visit was notable for his envisaging 
and supporting a strong role for Australia in annual meetings of what he 
had earlier called an East Asian Community—what became the East Asia 
Summit, the first of which was held in Kuala Lumpur in December 2005. 
Japanese support for Australian membership of the East Asia Community, 
at its foundation, was gratefully received. Australian support for Japan’s 
bid for a permanent seat on the UN Security Council, while not resulting 
in success, was equally appreciated in Tokyo.

The attacks on the United States of 9/11 in 2001 might have added to the 
US orientation of Australian policymakers, but they also assisted in the 
building of defence ties between Australia and Japan during this period. 
The dialogues were primarily at ministerial level, but they paved the way 
for stronger measures, such as when Australia provided security for the 
Japanese Self-Defense Forces deployed to Iraq in 2005, and a broad-
ranging Joint Declaration on Security signed in 2007. Before then, the 
two governments took part in exchanges on combatting terrorism, sharing 
intelligence and strengthening ties between military colleges. In addition 
to academic events, and with the encouragement of the US government, 
Japanese military officers joined with Australia and other nations in naval 
exercises in the Coral Sea in 2003. In the wake of the 9/11 events and the 
Bali bombings of 2002, both Australian and Japanese governments were 
acutely aware of the importance of their respective security alliances with 
the United States but were also keen to develop a trilateralism unhindered 

83  McCarthy interviewed by David Lowe, TRC 6870/1.
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by these longstanding agreements, and to foster regional security. During 
McCarthy’s term, both the cautious and limited enhancements in security 
cooperation and the prospects of what might lie ahead were front of mind 
in Australia–Japan relations.84

The two ambassadors succeeding McCarthy, Murray McLean (2004–11) 
and Bruce Miller (2011–17), both provide accounts of their respective 
terms elsewhere in this volume—contributions that are especially welcome 
given the longer terms that both served. The major developments in 
Australia–Japan relations during their terms, and during the term of the 
recently returned ambassador Richard Court (2017–20), are outlined 
very briefly here.

During the last 15  years Australia’s trading relationship with Japan 
has continued to be the subject of much diplomatic activity. A major 
milestone, building on steady and patient work, was the Japan–Australia 
Economic Partnership Agreement (JAEPA) that entered into force in 
January 2015. JAEPA resulted in some immediate tariff reductions and 
removals and anticipated more in the following years. From the Australian 
perspective, exports such as wine, milk protein, select horticultural goods 
and seafood enter Japan with reduced or no tariffs; certain energy-related 
and manufactured products enjoy tariff reductions or eliminations; and 
a range of services, including education, finance and legal, enjoy greater 
access to Japanese markets. From the Japanese perspective, Australia 
allows a broader range of automotive and other manufactured products to 
be imported with removed or phased out tariffs.85

For both countries, but for Japan in particular, the continued rise of China 
and the Chinese readiness to flex their military muscle in the region was 
a crucial factor in Australia–Japan relations. China also overtook Japan 
to become Australia’s biggest trading partner in 2007, a milestone that 
perhaps fed into thinking already underway in Tokyo about different 
forms of partnership that might unfold in the relationship with Australia. 
One outcome was the Australia–Japan Joint Declaration on Security 
Cooperation (JDSC) signed in March 2007. This declaration trod 
a careful path between not diverging from crucial alliances with the United 
States and asserting that Australia–Japan security and defence cooperation 

84  David Walton, ‘Australia and Japan’, in Trading on Alliance Security: Australia in World Affairs, 
2002–2005, ed. James Cotton and John Ravenhill (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 2007) 72–88.
85  DFAT, ‘JAEPA Outcomes at a Glance’, October 2018, www.dfat.gov.au/trade/agreements/in-
force/jaepa/fact-sheets/Pages/jaepa-fact-sheet-outcomes-at-a-glance, accessed 20 June 2020.
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needed to become more multidimensional and more connected to 
security for the Asia-Pacific region. While the JDSC attracted Beijing’s 
criticism, the new means of dialogue it fostered, an annual ‘2+2’ dialogue 
of foreign and defence ministers, was quickly valued by both Japanese and 
Australian governments. The JDSC opened the door further to levels of 
security coordination such as increased interoperability between defence 
forces. Beyond the JDSC, at a broader level of thinking, it also made very 
good sense from Tokyo’s point of view to broaden security thinking to 
include food and energy security, the latter being a longstanding strength 
in the Australia–Japan relationship.86

It proved harder for Australian and Japanese governments to agree on 
ideas about regionalism during the first decade of the new century. In June 
2008 Australian prime minister Kevin Rudd set out his vision of an Asia-
Pacific Community, but in doing so, took his Japanese counterparts 
(and  others) by surprise. Rudd’s ideas were soon overtaken in the 
following year by Japanese prime minister Yukio Hatoyama’s vision of an 
East Asian Community—a concept doubly troubling to Canberra, as it 
did not include the United States and might have also excluded Australia. 
In the event, neither version of regionalism gained broader support and 
from 2005, both Australia and Japan joined in the annual meetings of the 
East Asia Summit, held in conjunction with annual ASEAN (Association 
of Southeast Asian Nations) leaders’ meetings.87

Although it has taken two attempts, what is known as the ‘Quad’, the 
Quadrilateral Security Dialogue between Australia, Japan, India and 
the United States, is the strongest expression of shared thinking about 
regional security. The first iteration of the Quad took shape in the 
aftermath of emergency responses to the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, 
the coordination of the four governments in this emergency suggesting 
what might be possible in more structured manner. Prime Minister 
Shinzō Abe first proposed the Quad in the middle of 2006, and it took 
shape through a joint naval exercise the following year. What exactly it 

86  Rikki Kersten, ‘Australia and Japan: Mobilising the Bilateral Relationship’, in Middle Power 
Dreaming: Australia in World Affairs, 2006–2010, ed. James Cotton and John Ravenhill (South 
Melbourne: Oxford University Press, in association with the Australian Institute of International 
Affairs, 2011), 93–100.
87  Baogang He, ‘Australian Ideas of Regionalism’, in Navigating the New International Disorder: 
Australia in World Affairs, 2011–2015, ed. Mark Beeson and Shahar Hamieri (South Melbourne: 
Oxford University Press, in association with the Australian Institute of International Affairs, 2016), 
105–23.
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was meant to entail was vague beyond envisaging diplomatic and security 
(naval) cooperative elements. It did not take the Americans long to cool 
on the idea; and then the new Rudd government confirmed in 2008 that 
it was not pursuing the Quad, something Rudd’s political opponents 
seized on as constituting a snub to Tokyo and New Delhi.88 The revival of 
the Quad in 2020, or what is sometimes called Quad 2.0, is an important 
new feature of Australia–Japan relations, even as it attracts predictable 
hostility from China.

A Reciprocal Access Agreement, flagged in June 2020 and signed at the 
beginning of 2022, has been central to the most recent measures on 
security cooperation. The agreement provides for greater interoperability 
of Australian and Japanese forces, and faster deployments for training and 
in response to disasters. Japanese disappointment at not securing a huge 
contract to help build Australia’s next generation of submarines was a bump 
in this road to closer security coordination, but what is more remarkable 
is how quickly the two governments have continued to strengthen their 
security ties and present a united view on key issues since April 2016, 
when news of the submarine contract not going to Tokyo was announced. 
On matters such as the curtailing of freedoms in Hong Kong, maintaining 
peaceful relations across the Taiwan Strait and condemning North Korean 
ballistic missile testing, Japanese and Australian governments, often 
coordinated with the US government, have issued joint statements or 
used common language to express their concerns for regional security. 
At the end of 2021 Japan was Australia’s only ‘special strategic partner’ in 
Asia; and from Tokyo’s perspective, Australia was the only other security 
partner, besides the United States, with which such comprehensive levels 
of cooperation had been established.

One persisting issue of contention between Australian and Japanese 
governments, Japan’s commercial whaling, has proved challenging at 
times, but not to the extent of derailing the above-mentioned progress 
on trade, security and multilateral regional cooperation. Having led 
the establishment of a whale sanctuary in the Southern Ocean in 1994, 
Australian governments have tried to invoke this sanctuary, as well as 
the Whaling Convention and the Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species (CITES), to halt Japanese whaling in this area. After 
Australian-initiated legal proceedings in 2010, the International Court 

88  Daniel Flitton, ‘Who Really Killed the Quad 1.0?’, Lowy Interpreter, 2 June 2020, www.lowy 
institute.org/the-interpreter/who-really-killed-quad-10, accessed 2 November 2020.
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of Justice (ICJ) ruled in 2014 that Japan must cease its whaling in the 
Southern Ocean, in accordance with the moratorium on commercial 
whaling. A year later, however, Japan resumed whaling, claiming to be 
meeting conditions set by the ICJ. At the end of 2018, Japan withdrew 
from both the International Whaling Commission and CITES but 
resumed whaling in northern Pacific waters rather than the Southern 
Ocean. Australian opposition to any form of commercial whaling has 
meant that the issue remains a point of contention. But the lack of 
Japanese vessels in the Southern Ocean, so often captured dramatically 
by Greenpeace and media groups in a manner that roused public feeling 
and prompted stronger language by Australian leaders, has helped in the 
management of tensions.

Finally, Australia–Japan cooperative assistance in the face of natural 
disasters, already evident in the wake of the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, 
has been a most prominent feature of the relationship since the earthquake 
and tsunami, and subsequent nuclear reactor meltdowns, in Tohoku, 
north-east Japan, in March 2011. As Murray McLean has recalled in 
vivid detail, the scale of the disaster—nearly 20,000 people killed, more 
than 2,500 missing and large areas left uninhabitable for some years—
prompted both immediate and ongoing forms of support from Australia. 
The Australian government donated A$10 million to a Red Cross appeal; 
a search-and-rescue team, supported by the Australian embassy, helped 
search for survivors; and the Royal Australian Air Force was quickly 
deployed to provide food, water and other supplies to the worst-affected 
Miyagi Prefecture. Notably, Australian prime minister Julia Gillard was 
the first foreign head of government to visit Tohoku, in April  2011. 
In the wake of these measures, many Australian schools, businesses and 
organisations, especially those that had been enriched by increasing 
people-to-people connections with Japan, also helped with donations of 
funds, services and time. The Australia–Japan Foundation funded a series 
of relief, reconstruction, research and community building initiatives in 
the following years.89

89  This summary is drawn from the AJF–DFAT report, The Reconstruction Initiative: Australia–
Japan Foundation’s Response to the 2011 Japan Earthquake and Tsunami (Canberra: Australian 
Government and AJF, 2015), www.dfat.gov.au/sites/default/files/the-reconstruction-initiative.pdf, 
accessed 15 August 2020.
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The chapters that follow flesh out in greater detail the lineaments of 
Australia–Japan relations as core business of the embassy that made 
such a fulsome response to the earthquake disaster possible. They also 
demonstrate how the themes of mutual assistance, security, economic 
cooperation and regional thinking have been increasingly underpinned by 
a rich array of people-to-people connections between Australia and Japan. 
The work of the embassy in facilitating this broader sphere of connections 
beyond officialdom, as well as government-to-government relations, 
is arguably one of the most prominent features of its 60-year history.
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